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The noted analysis psychiatrist and New York Times-bestselling author explores how Transcendental
Meditation permanently alters your daily consciousness, resulting in greater productivity, emotional
resilience, and aptitude for success. In Super Mind, scientific psychiatrist and bestselling writer Norman E.
But there is so much more.Most of us believe that we reside in only three states of consciousness:
wakefulness, rest, and dreaming. Rosenthal, M.D., shows the way the incredibly simple daily practice of
Transcendental Meditation (TM) can completely improve a state of mind during the routine hours of waking
life--placing you into a super-mind condition of From the Hardcover edition. It is a gateway to functioning
physically, emotionally, and intellectually at amounts we never knew we're able to attain. In his most
ambitious and practical book yet, Rosenthal displays how TM is greater than a device for destressing or for
general wellness. Written in Rosenthal's trademark style of restraint and intellectual carefulness, Super Brain
explores how we can aspire to a lot more than we ever believed possible. consciousness where you regularly
perform at peak aptitude.
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Find out about TM and the advancement of consciousness It's great to see a publication about
Transcendental Meditation that goes beyond dealing with stress, stress, and health problems. I bought this
book since it was recommended by Ray Dalio who is the founder of the largest hedge fund. But Maharishi
originally brought TM to the Western world as a straightforward and general practice to develop our
consciousness. Very eye opening. I am a company believer that TM changes your life in lots of ways.
Elephant in the room too large to ignore I borrowed a copy from the library and tried to read it, knowing the
book didn't actually teach TM. Thank you, Dr. Rosenthal, for sharing a more complete eyesight of the
benefits of TM. An exciting and fresh go through the easiest and reliable technique of meditation on earth!
The chapter on what meditation can help you get rich is vomitous. I didn’t get any headaches after
practicing it twice daily and also I feel more energy and more detached from all of the noise in this world. I
feel better at the job and in personal life.A delightful, creative and witty attempt to truly bring the
neurophysiology of enlightenment to all or any in a straightforward and natural way. Clearly stated, to begin
practicing you must visit a professional, and the ones institutions charge $1000 up front, with $250 sessions
later on. My soul is even more at peace.With regards to the development of consciousness you will realize
anything is truly feasible. I practice TM and while I'm aware of the studies the charts got truly in the way.. It
is a publication about all of the benefits of something they don't really teach you how exactly to do in the
book. Unfortunately this is simply not what I thought it was or the title lead me to believe.. I know all about
the path to get everyone to understand TM from a qualified instructor for $1,000. The book only discusses
'possible' benifets. Misleading Description This was an excellent guide for those seeking to pitch the
advantages of transcendental meditation. However, any use of the term "how," except as it relates to sales
methods for TM classes, is very misleading. Love personal tales and experiences of others! Fair This read is
too common a coincidence to his book Transcendence., etc. It was his amazing insight and group that
uncovered Seasonal affective disorder (S.), the reserve is NOT about TM, it's just an infomercial and you
have to pay for it.D. In his publication "Transcend" he reviewed the strong research and several personal
experiences of using meditation to reduce stress and improve existence.)—a significant courageous and bold
achievement for someone who was so highly respected in the often narrow-minded, conservative and staid
occupation of pharma-based psychiatry. Until recently, this as well was considered too much afield for some
in the wonderful world of psychiatry. But now he broadens the scope and uses the lens of research to
rediscover and validate ancient technologies that may better our lives. Good Information I enjoyed the book,
nonetheless it occasionally got to complex for my enjoyment. And this all saddens me, because I really
enjoyed the author's earlier work, "Transcendence. Good Book This was an interesting read about the power
of meditation. Read ‘Transcendence’ Instead The one portion of the book that I must say i enjoyed was
Chapter 14 "Transcendence & My just gripe is it kind of found as propaganda to cover formal training at
times. The title states "how exactly to" but it's all sales This book had no insight on how best to preform
TM.Transcendental Meditation may sound too good to be true but this book explains how it is an eternity
program and everyone can anticipate developing their own Super Mind. This book should be given away
free as promotional material for selling the TM schooling. I dont disagree that TM can produce wildly
amazing lifestyle changing perspective. Nevertheless, this book is a very very long sales letter.. Gave myself
the encouragement to strive for Super Mind experience in my own life. Best book about Transcendental
Meditation If you feel just like a Robot nowadays, feeling stressed out or just want to understand about
Transcendental meditation then this is it. And that's what this technique can do right from the start, even as it
really is restoring balance in your body and brain. Sure, TM is established by scientific research to decrease
stress, bring rest from anxiousness, and restore good wellness. My experience is that year by year I've
known, understood, and valued myself and my life on more and more deeper levels. I have experienced it
myself. Rosenthal presents a thought provoking and stunning insight into the extraordinary frontier of
awareness through human stories, scientific research and historic wisdom. You are feeling as though he's

sitting next for you and speaking with you. If you have ever completed TM in days gone by, are currently
carrying it out or wish to accomplish it this publication is for you! This 300-web page books simply talks
non-sense about all the "miracles" of TM without giving any specific guidelines. I don’t compose reviews
much or provide five celebrities unless its that good! In the event that you simply read this reserve and don’t
practice TM then it won’t perform much healthy. Great Read!. Particularly distasteful given the cost of
many TM "classes. I wish the writer would enter more of the methods to practice transcendental meditation.
Mindfulness" where two people who practice both forms of meditation are interviewed and provide a good
compare-and-contrast of each type of meditation and the impact of each meditation style has already
established on their lives. I must say i liked that chapter. But aside from that, I really don't have too many
positive things to say about this book. The title by itself can be irksome and schmoozie. Dr. Bravo to all or
any scientists who utilize the rigors of objective analysis to help uncover what can additional the human
condition, no matter what the initial source." The author stated that this publication can be his sequel to
'Transcendence.' Whereas that 1st books was about how exactly TM can help with specific types of
problems (Stress and anxiety, Depression, ADD, ADHD, Bipolar, PTSD, etc. I believe that Norman
Rosenthal is among the great minds of our time.) this book is for those who are inspired to boost themselves
and expand their awareness. I tried to enjoy this book, I simply couldn't see through the nonscientific, selfpromoting drivel that makes the whole publication feel just like an infomercial. This is simply not just good
science, it's science at it is best. Unfortunately this is simply not what I thought it had been or . This has
resulted in even more richness, compassion, and fulfillment as the years possess gone by. As some possess
pointed out (which I realized too late! Not really a book, about TM, but a padded infomercial that you've to
pay for! If I can provide a ZERO star, I'd. Because if you want to understand about TM, be ready to become
DISAPPOINTED. Everyone should go through this. I thought there should be some good information, but
the elephant in the room is too big to ignore and it had been annoying to read again and again how great TM
is usually.A. Mine went to Goodwill right away. VERY VERY DISAPPOINTING! Not a paragraph about
HOW to do transcendental meditation A whole book about TM and not even one, 1 paragraph about how to
do it. No, I'm not spending 1K just to learn to meditate. I'm starting to think that TM is normally a fraud and
a money making scheme." A FANTASTIC Book from a fantastic Mind. To many things other then a few
opions is like reading the. publication twice. I was extremely disappointed.
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